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Reduction of the most degenerate
unitary irreductible representations

of SO0(m, n) when restricted
to a non-compact rotation subgroup

N. LIMI0106 (*) J. NIEDERLE (**)

Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré,

Vol. IX, n° 4, 1968,

Section A :

Physique théorique.

ABSTRACT. - The reduction of the most degenerate unitary irreducible
representations (of principal series) of an arbitrary SOo(m, n) group when
restricted to the subgroup SOo(k, l)m + n &#x3E; A:+/~3,/~~~M~/is given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently unitary irreducible representations (UIR) of non-compact
groups have been used in elementary particle physics and in quantum
mechanics in various approaches (relativistic SU(6), non-invariance or

spectrum generating groups [1], generalization of a partial wave analy-
sis [2], etc.). These different trends lead to some common problems. For

example, in order to label the states in a given UIR of a non-compact group
or in order to facilitate the calculation of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as

well as to know which SU(6) multiplets are contained in a given UIR of
higher symmetry group or in order to be able to investigate a connection
between complex angular momentum and IR of the Poincare group, and

(*) On leave of absence from Institute « Ruder Bo0161kovi », Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
(**) On leave of absence from Institute of Physics of the Czechoslovak Academy of

Sciences, Prague.
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328 N. LIMIC AND J. NIEDERLE

son on, we have to solve a problem of reducing a UIR of a considered
group when restricted to its subgroup.

If the group or at least its subgroup is compact the reduction problem is,
in principal, completely solved (see [3]). However, if the group and its

subgroup is non-compact the problem is more complicated (mainly due to
infinite dimensionality of their UIR and, in general, discrete and continuous
spectra of their generators) and is studied only in special cases [4] [5].
In our work we have solved the reduction problem for the most degenerate
UIR’s (of principal series) of an arbitrary SOo(m, n) group when restricted

In Section 2 we shall briefly explain our notation and summarize the most
degenerate UIR’s of SOo(m, n) derived in [6] [8]. Sections 3 and 4 are

devoted to reducing these representations when restricted to the subgroup
SOo(m, n - 1) or SOo(m - 1, n). In particular, in Section 3 we reduce
UIR of the pseudorotation group when restricted to the subgroup by choos-
ing a complete set of common eigenfunctions of all invariant operators of
the group and of the subgroup. Since this method can be applied to some
of our representations only, a modified method has been developed for
reducing the other representations in Section 4. The main results of our

work are contained in theorems (3.1) (3.2) and (4.2).

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let ni, I  n be a (m + n) x (m + n) matrix non-vanishing
elements of which are only = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., k and (r~)~ = 2014 1
j = m + 1, m + 2, ... , m + I. We denote a matrix group whose ele-

ments g are all real (m + n) x (m + n) matrices satisfying the equation
(rm,n) by SOo(m, n), (m + n &#x3E; 3), where gT is the transpose

matric of g. In the present article only the component of the identity
SOo(m, n) of the group SO(m, n) is considered.
We use three homogeneous spaces :

where the closed subgroup SOo(k, m, I  n is a component of the

identity of that subgroup SO(k, I) E SO(m, n) elements of which are all
matrices g E SO(m, n) satisfying relations
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The group is a (m + n - 2)-dimensional Abelian subgroup of
SOo(m, n) for which SOo(m - 1, n - 1) is the group of automorphisms so
that their semidirect product can be defined (for details see Appendix).
Models of our three homogeneous spaces may be taken as three submani-

folds of the pseudo-euclidean space in particular, as hyperboloids
and determined by

and as the cone defined by

respectively. Here,

The hyperboloid and the cone C+n are defined as in (2. 2) and (2 . 3),
respectively, with an additional condition xl +n &#x3E; 0.

Since the group SOo(m, n) and its three closed subgroups SOo(m - 1, n),
SOo(m, n - 1) and I, n - 1) are unimodular [9],
there is a SOo(m, n)-left invariant measure on three defined homogeneous
spaces [10]. Let us denote this measure by p, any of the homogeneous
spaces (2 .1)-(2 . 3) (or any of their parts) by M and a point of M by p. The

unitary representations of the SOo(m, n) group induced by the identity
representation of the subgroup (i. e. quasiregular representation) for every
considered homogeneous space can be easily defined and decomposed into
unitary irreducible representations of SOo(m, n) [6] [7] [8]. The quasi-
regular representations of SOo(m, n) x ~(M) 3 (g, f) - U(g) f E ~(M),
where [U(g)fJ(p) = induces the representation of the Lie algebra
sD(m, n) on a certain linear manifold T(M) [7] dense in the Hilbert space
§(M). D(M) is invariant with respect to the representation of the uni-
versal enveloping algebra U x (A,y) 2014~ p(A) f E X)(M), where
p(X) = d U(X) for X E 5n(m, n). The commutative subalgebra of U

generated by the invariants of the Lie algebra sD(m, n) is represented on
T(M) into the algebra generated by only one operator QG = p(C2) [12].
Because of this, the considered representations are called the most degene-
rate representations of the group SOo(m, n). The operator QG has the
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continuous spectrum and the discrete

spectrum

However, it happens that there are more irreducible representations cor-
responding to the same value of L or A. In order to distinguish such
representations we have introduced operators P and T with eigenvalues
{ ± 1 }, { 0, ± 1 } and { 0, ± 1 } respectively [7] [8].

Since some unitary irreducible representations related to three homoge-
neous spaces M are equivalent [14] we shall summarize in the following
only the inequivalent ones denoted by D together with the structure of
their carrier spaces denoted by ~. (For precise definitions of representa-
tions D and of Hilbert spaces § see [8].)

A. Continuous principal series.

i) The group SOo{m, n), n &#x3E; 2.

For every A E (0, oo) there are two UIR’s of the group SOo(m, n),

where l, are the carrier spaces of UIR’s of the maximal compact subgroup
SO(m) 8&#x3E; SO(n) classified by non-negative integers I, I determining the

eigenvalues - { 1(1 + m - 2) + ( + n - 2) } of the second-order Casimir
operator of the group SO(m) Q9 SO(n).

ii) The group SOo(m, 1 ).

For every A E (0, oo) the UIR of SO0(m, 1) has the form
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where ~’ are the carrier spaces of the UIR’s of the group SO(m) classified
by a non-negative integer 1 which determines the eigenvalue - 1(1 + m - 2)
of the second order Casimir operator of SO(m).

B. Discrete principal series.

two UIR’s of SOo(m, n), 3 (they are equivalent only for m = n) :

ii) The group 2.

There are three UIR’s of the group SOo(m, 2), m &#x3E; 2:

and for S0o(2, 2) there are only two inequivalent representations described

by (2.10).
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and two UlR’s of the group SOo(2, 1)

3. REDUCTION OF REPRESENTATIONS D§ij/ AND 
WHEN RESTRICTED TO SOo(m, n -1) AND SOo(m -1, n)

The representations have been found in the decomposition
of the quasiregular representation of SOo(m, n)(SOo(m, 1 )) induced on any
of three homogeneous spaces (2, 1)-(2.3). The generators of the group
are represented by the first order differential operators on D(M) and there-
fore the invariant operators of the Lie algebras of the group and the sub-
group are represented by higher-order differential operators on 
The reduction of an irreducible representation of the group when restricted
to the subgroup can be solved by choosing a complete set of common eigen-
functions of all the invariant operators of the group and the subgroup.
This method will be used in the present section.

LEMMA 3.1. - The representations of the group SOo(m, n),
(SOo(m, 1 )) can decompose into a direct integral of only those unitary
irreducible representations of m’  m, n’  n, which are

classified by (2.4)-(2.12).

Proof. - Let G = SOo(m, n) and H = SOo(m, n - 1) or 1, n)
and let us consider the mapping H x M 3 (h, p) - h . p E M as a restric-
tion of the mapping G x to the subgroup H.

The orbits H ./?:={/! .~ E E H } are submanifolds of M and are

analytic transitive manifolds with respect to H by the topology induced
from the analytic manifold M. We show that for every subgroup H such
a G-transitive manifold M can be chosen, that all orbits H .p are homeo-
morphic to one of three H-transitive manifolds described by (2.1)-(2.3).
In other words, the set M can be divided into subsets Ma, a E A, where
M~ : = {/? E M I H. p are homeomorphic to each other }.
There are three manifolds M at our disposal: and 

We choose the one which gives the simplest division with respect to the
orbits H .p. For H = SOo(m, n - 1) the most convenient manifold is

the hyperboloid for the following reasons. For a fixed, but arbi-
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trary point p E = (xl, x2, . - . ~ xm+n), the orbit H.p is defined by

H.p: = xm+n 12 ~.

As the group SOo(m, n - 1 ) is transitive on H~+~-1, the obtained orbit H .p
is homeomorphic to In this way we have proved that all sub-
manifolds SOo(m, n - l).p, p E are homeomorphic to 

By a similar argument we conclude that the manifold is the most

convenient when we deal with the subgroup 1 n). In this case

all orbits SOo(m - 1, n) . p, p E are homeomorphic to the manifolds
Hm-1m+n-1.
The representation of the group G x ~(M)3(~,/) -~ U(g)fE(M)

induces the representation of the subgroup H on ~(M). Let us show

which unitary irreducible representations of the subgroup H can be found
in the reduction of the representation

A parametrization for convenient for our purpose is given by
m + n - 1 relations [4] :

where xl, ... xm are expressed in terms of m - 1 real parameters which

parametrize the sphere S"’, and similarly x~+i, ..., are expressed
. in n - 2 real parameters which parametrize the sphere S" -1. These two

sets of parameters of the spheres sm and will be denoted by COm and

COn-1, respectively. Quite analogous parametrization can be defined for
the hyperboloid 
The linear manifold ~(Hk+1~ is determined in [8] by vectors

which have the form where

P(x!, x2, ... , xk+ 1) is a polynomial in ... , expressed in
’~’

0, r~, according to (3 .1 ).
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Let us construct one definite decomposition of with respect to

the selfadjoint operator which is the representation of the second-
order Casimir operator of the group H = SOo(m, n - 1 ), knowing from [7]
and [8] the decomposition of .~(Hm+n- I) into a direct integral

Here, is the spectrum of the operator Q~’, O’H are the points of
the spectrum and pH is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on 
Thus, let 1)(R) be the linear manifold determined by all functions f(0)
continuous on the interval (- oo, oo) for which ..

and let ~(R) _ [D(R)]" be the closure of the linear manifold D(R) with
respect to the norm introduced by the scalar product in

The tensor product Q is dense in .~(Hm+n)~ If the

decomposition of

is induced by the above-mentioned decomposition of ~(H:Z~~- 1), then the
decomposition of .~(Hm+n~ with respect to is of the form

From the expression (3.2) we may conclude that only those representa-
tions of the sugroup H can appear in the reduction of the representation
H x ~(M) ~ (h, f ) -~ U(h)fE f&#x3E;(M) which are classified by (2. 4)-(2.12).
Of course, every irreducible representation appears in a denumerable

multiplet as is easily seen from the structure of $~.
In this way we have proved the lemma for the subgroup SOo(m, n - 1).

Since quite an analogous proof holds for the subgroup 1, n),
the statement of the lemma follows by induction.
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Let QG be the representation of the second-order Casimir operator on

D(M) (see Section 2). The operator QG is defined on as the

following differential operator [4]:

where 0(Hm+n-1) is the Laplace-Beltrami operator related to the manifold
The operator Qc in (3 . 3) is essentially selfadjoint on [8]-

The operator Qc on can be extended to the operator Qc on
1

"""

QG is essentially selfadjoint on

N

Hence the operator QG strongly commutes with the operator so that

QG is decomposable m the direct integral on the
..

space m,n defined in (3.2). The operators Q03C3HG have a simple differential

expression on !)(R) Q9 03C3Hm,n-1 ~ 03C3Hm,n:

LEMMA 3.2. - For every (J’H the operator Q03C3HG is essentially

selfadjoint on 1){R) 0 03C3Hm,n-1. For 03C3H = ;.2 + (m + n -3 2)2 the spec-

trum of the selfadjoint extension of Q~H is purely continuous

03C303C3HG = 2 + (m + n - 2 2)2, ’ AE[O,OO). 

the operator has the continuous spectrum as in the previous case
and a discrete spectrum [13] = - L(L + m + n - 2),

Every point of the continuous spectrum of the operator has multi-

plicity two.
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Proof. The operator (3 . 5) on 1)(R) 0 ~m ,n _ 1 is equivalent to the
following differential operator [7]

on a certain domain T(A) described in [8]. It is easy to see that A is essen-

tially selfadjoint on D(A). The eigenfunction expansion associated with
the second-order differential operator (3.6) is calculated in (4.19) of 
Written as the eigenfunction expansion associated with the differential

operator (3 . 5), the expansions of have the forme: For

(CSp(Q) is the continuous spectrum of the operator Q and DSp(Q) is the
discrete spectrum of Q)

where

and

Let us underline that the discrete spectrum is absent and the multiplicity
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of the continuous spectrum is two, as follows from (3. 7). It is easy to see that

where the functions have the same expressions as the func-

tion a:Y~/2)(~) of [7] and [8] respectively for p = m + n - 1, = I.

The double multiplicity of the continuous spectrum of follows again
directly from (3.10). Q. E. D.

In this way we have found that the eigenfunction expansion of every
vector f E B(R) and consequently of every vector f E !)(R) p 
is of the form :

Here, the functions and are defined as in (3.7) and
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(3.10). The functions rom, v = ~, 1, have the same
expressions as the functions

for v = A, L, p = m and q = n - 1 in [7], [6], [8]. Hence, by the set
{ lSO(m,n-1 ), mSO(m,n -1) } we mean the set of indices l2, ... , l m , m i, ... ,

m 12, - . - , m n -1 . BY ~~ we denote the set of allowed values of[ 2~ [ 2 J
indices ~ in particular, if m is even, m = 2r,
r = I, 2, ... , they have to satisfy

and if m is odd, m = 2r + 1, r = 1, 2, ..., they are restricted by (3.12)
as well as by .

lr = lr+1 - ~r+ I? ~r+1 = ~ 1, ..., 1’+1.

An analogous set of conditions holds for the tilde indices. Finally

The eigenfunction expansion of every f E !)(R) (8) !)(H:’~~-l) has the
form (3 .11 ), where the functions y = 03BB, L, are replaced by
the functions defined on Hm+n-1 in [6] and [7] SOo(m, n)-left
invariant measure on bY the corresponding measure on Hm +n, and the
set X,t(H~~~-l)’ ~~"l(Hm+n-1) bY the sets ~’1(Hm+n-1) res-
pectively, where J1f’~(Hm + i - I ) = X,t(H~~~-l) but

From the expression (3 .11 ) follows the existence of a Lebesque-Stieltjes
measure pc on the spectrum and consequently the decomposition
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up to unitary equivalence are defined by

where and ~’~ are Hilbert spaces of l2-type determined by vectors
and respectively, where

The unitary representation of the group SOo(m, n) is defined by

where l,Lm,n are determined by vectors 03B1Yl,L(03B8)Yl,lSO(m,n-1)mSO(m,n-1)(~, úJ n-1),
a = 1, for L - I even and a = 2 for L - I odd. The unitary representation
of the group is defined by the left translations [U(g) f](p)= .p).

For the pair and SOo(m - 1, n) the same expressions as (3.15)
and (3.18) hold, only we have to replace SOo(m,n - 1) every-
where by SOo(m - 1, n).
As the decomposition of §(M) into the direct integral
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is the central decomposition (although the operator QG - is an unbounded
operator on $(M) we can still use the theorems from the representation of
the associative algebras as we can work with the spectral family of projec-
tors Ec(~) of the operator Q~) and the central decomposition is unique up
to equivalence, we conclude that the realized decompositions of this section
are equivalent to the corresponding decompositions of [8]. Hence, knowing
irreducibility or reducibility of the spaces $~(M) from [8], we obtain the

reduction of representations and when restricted to

SOo(m, n - 1 ) and 1, n), respectively, as follows:

THEOREM 3.1. - The representations when restricted to the

representations of the subgroup SOo(m, n - 1 ) have the following reduction :

The representations 3 and D ± (Hm + 2), m &#x3E; 2, when
restricted to the representations of the subgroup SOo(m - 1, n) have the
following reduction:

These representations and their reductions have been found in [4] by
another method. The main result of this section is contained in

THEOREM 3 . 2. - The representations 2, when restricted
to the representation of the subgroup SOo(m, n - 1), have the following
reduction :

The representations D~, 3, Dm;2 and D~, when restricted to
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the representations of the subgroup SOo(m - 1, n), have the following
reduction:

Proof. - The representation is found in the decomposition of the

quasiregular representation of the group SOo(m, 1) on ~(H:+1). The

representations are irreducible on m,1, where m,1 are spaces in the

decomposition $)(H::+ 1) - Hence, because of the uniqueness

of the central decomposition, the decomposition of §f,i, when restricted
to the subgroup SOo(m - 1, n), follows directly from the expansion (3 .11 )
for the hyperboloid In formula (3 .11 ) we have only the part which
has a purely continuous spectrum. As a has two values, a = 1, 2, there

are two and only two orthogonal vectors §£ _ 1 ,n which transform
in the same way under the group SOo(m - 1, n). This tells us that the

multiplicity of every representation D~ - 1 ,A in the reduction of the repre-
sentation is two.

In all other cases the representations were reducible on the spaces

§~, where $~ are expressed by (3.15). It is shown that two subspaces
of the space defined in formulae (2.4) and (2.5) transform

irreducibly under SOo(m, n). The reflection operator P was found as the

representation of the transformation p = (xl, x2, ..., ~+M) ~ ~
/?==(2014 ~i, 2014 1~~2’ ° ° ° ’ ~ Xm+n) on ~(M) (see [7]). The operator P com-
mutes with Q~’ and has the eigenvalues ± 1 in every $~, respectively.
Hence the decomposition of with respect to the operator P realizes a

decomposition of into subspaces which transform irreducibly under
n). The operator P can be expressed as Pl (8) on

0 or P1 0 on T(R) 0 where 
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and are the reflection operators on §(H2+£- 1) 
respectively, and PI is defined by (P1 f )(9) _ .f ( - 0), fE!&#x3E;(R). The

functions 0152 yv,Â«()) v = are even for a = 1 and odd for a = 2. Hence

the decompositions (2.4), (2.5) follow as a simple consequence of this

analysis. Q. E. D.

4. REDUCTION OF REPRESENTATIONS m &#x3E; 2,

AND DL(H:+2), ~~2, WHEN RESTRICTED
TO THE SUBGROUPS SOo(m, n - 1) AND SOo(m - I, n)

In the last section we have decomposed representations (2.4)-(2.6)
when restricted to the subgroup H = 1 ) or H = SOo(m - 1, n).
As these representations have been found in the decomposition of the
quasiregular representation on any of three manifolds, it was sufficient to
consider one of three homogeneous spaces (2 .1 )-(2 . 3) and this enables us
to chose the most convenient one, namely that for which all the orbits H .p
have been homeomorphic one to the other. Since the reduction of the

quasiregular representation on a definite manifold M contains some of
the representation (2.7)-(2.12), we have partially solved the problem of
the section. We could not solve the problem completely, as the represen-
tations described in (2.7)-(2.12) were unequivalent for different homo-
geneous spaces M. Now we shall solve the rest of the problem. It happens
that the method used in the last section is not applicable on the

whole here, so we must also use other properties of the representa-
tions.

LEMMA 4.1. - Any representation of the group SO(m, n) which is des-
cribed in (2.4)-(2.12) when restricted to any subgroup I) reduces into
the direct integral of only those unitary irreducible representations of the

subgroup SOo(k, I) which are classified in (2.4)-(2.12).

Proof. A part of the proof is already contained in the proof of
Lemma 3.1, so that we have only to consider representations 
and when restricted to the subgroups SOo(m - 1, n) and

SOo(m, n - 1), respectively. We consider the representations 
and the subgroup SOo(m - 1, n) because the other case is completely
analogous.
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First we divide the manifold into the parts according to the pres-
cription in the Proof of Lemma 3.1. The division is

where

As the sets (Hm + jz) + 2 and (Hm + n) ± 3 are of measure zero with respect to
the SOo(m, ~)2014left invariant measure on we omit them. Thus we

conclude by induction that almost all submanifolds SOo(k, l) . p are homeo-

morphic to one of the manifolds or 

Parametrization of the submanifolds (H;:’+n)/X, a = - 1,0,1 is chosen to
be of the form :

For the submanifolds a = ± 1:

N 

where xi, x2, ... , xm _ 1 and xm + 1, xm + 2, ’’ -? have the same role as
in the expressions (3.1).
For the submanifolds we have

ANN. INST. POINCARÉ, A-I X-4 23
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"-’ N /-~

where xi, x2, ’- "’ xm _ 1, xm + 1, ~+2~ ’’.? are the same as in (4 .1 ).
The Hilbert space $(H~+~) may be decomposed into sum

Let us construct three linear manifolds

determined by the functions fe with the scalar product in 
introduced by 

The tensor product @ where N+1 = and

No = is dense in .~((Hm+h)x). As in the Proof of Lemma 3 .1

the representation H x ~((H~)3(~/) -~ LT(h), f’ E ,~((Hn ) ) decom-
poses into the direct integral of unitary irreducible representations (with
denumerable multiplicity) which are equivalent to the representations
classified by (2.4)-(2.12). Hence the statement of the Lemma follows

by the induction.
The selfadjoint operator defined in [8] on c ~(H~+n) is

reduced by each of the manifolds (x) to the following diffe-
rential operator:

where are Laplace-Beltrami operators related to the manifold

Hx+r-
Unfortunately, the operator QG,a is not essentially selfadjoint on

0 It would be essentially selfadjoint if the projectors Pa
with the domain §(H~+~) and the range ~((H~+~)J strongly commute
with Q~’, but this is not the case. This diniculty forces us to deviate from
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the method of Section 3. But we do not abandon completely the approach
of Section 3 as we can gain at least some partial knowledge from it.

Although the operators are not essentially selfadjoint on T)(RJ 0 
it happens that they are essentially selfadjoint on some subspaces of

T)(RJ 0 !)(Na). In fact, the representations and 

are inequivalent and give rise to the decomposition of the direct integral
on the subspaces ~((H~+~)o) and .~((Hm+n) ~-1) respectively. Therefore,
the subspaces determined by the eigenvectors belonging to the discrete

spectrum of are closures of some subspaces of 0 D(NJ. Let

EH,a(À) be the projector from the spectral family of the projectors of the
operator Q~’, where 1 is the selfadjoint extension of 0(Hm+n-1) on
2)(H~;~,) and QH,o of on ~(Hm+n-1). Then

E~ = EH,a( -1(1 + m + n + 3)) - EH,a( - l(m + n - 3) - E), 0  E  1,

are projectors into the subspaces of the space which are deter-

mined by the eigenvectors of the operator belonging to the eigenvalue
- /(/ + In + n - 3). Since strongly commute with the

spaces 

reduce the operator to the operators

LEMMA 4 . 2. - For every

the operators defined by (4.5) and (4.6) are essentially selfadjoint on
0 The spectrum of is purely continuous :

The spectrum of is purely discrete : = - L(L + m + n - 2),
L = /, / + 1, / + 2, ....
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Proo, f : - In Section 2 of [7] it has been shown that the spectrum 1

is purely continuous as described in the Lemma. The operator Q~ o on
~(Hm+n- ~~~ is equivalent to the following:

on a certain domain D(Ao). It is easy to see that the operator Ao is essen-
tially selfadjoint on any domain D dense in the space C2(O, ~r) vectors f
of which are square integrable differentiable functions on the interval (0,7r)
such that (Ao /)(9) are measurable functions with the property ~ A0 f ~  ~.
The eigenfunction expansion associated with the differential operator (4.7)
or (4. 6) is calculated in [16] :

Hence our proof is finished.

Remark. There are common eigenfunctions of the selfadjoint operator
and which are identically zero outside or outside

1 U (Hm+n)- ~ ~ These eigenfunctions belong to the discrete spec-
trum of the operator 

COROLLARY. - Let Ec(~) be the projectors of the spectral family of

projectors of the operator The two following equations then hold :
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where E is a projector defined by

for

Here the Y-functions are related to the hyperboloid and are des-

cribed in Section 3.

The Lemmas 4.1 and 4. 2 and corollary to Lemma 4 . 2 give us information
useful for reducing the desired representation but incomplete since they
concern the discrete spectrum of only. In order to solve our reduction

problem completely we have to add some other information.
This is : a) the reduction of the representations DL(M) when restricted to

the maximal compact subgroup SO(m) 0 SO(n) which is described in

(2.7)-(2.12) and b) the explicit forms of the eigenfunctions of the ope-
rator determining the spaces $~(M) given in ref. [6].

Let us denote by vectors of which, expressed as functions

on have the known form from [6] with the indices { la, from the

set We know that the vectors Y~, together with the eigen-
distributions on ~(Hm+n), A E [0, co), E ~’1~’~(Hm+n), make
a complete set of eigendistributions associated with the operator [8].
The eigendistributions of the operator QHa’ on !)(H:+~-1) for a = + 1 and
~(Hm+n-1) for a = 0 are denoted analogously by v = I, a~. To

make a complete set of eigendistributions associated with the operator Q~
on some linear manifold of §(H~+~), we find an orthonormal complete
sequence { gl ,«, ~2,~ ’ " } ~ of the space [T)(RJ]". Then the set of

eigendistributions 0 Ym’IH and 0 Ym’HH on 1 0 

is a complete set of eigendistributions of the operator QHa’. Let us calculate

now the expansion of the vector in terms of the eigendistributions
= I, A. For this purpose we prove first the following

Lemma :
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LEMMA 4.3. - The integral

is a regular analytic function of À in the strip [  3/2 of the complex
03BB-plane, uniformly bounded with respect to 03B8 of the interval [0, oo).

Proof. - Using the expressions of the functions of ref. [6] we obtain
the bound Y££~(0, D)  A(sh 0 ch ~)-(L+~-2) Similarly, we estimate

I I  (ch using the expressions of ref. [8].
As chm-2 17 where the last two factors

are invariant measures on the spheres and S", we conclude that the

integrand can be estimated by K(ch ~) 
Imll- (L+2 1) and the minimal

possible value of L is -{ m+n-4 2}. The integrand is an analytic function

in A in the strip I  3/2 for every 8 E [0, oo). Hence the integral (4.13)
has the analytical properties of the statement.

Let us consider the functions

where we divided the set { /c. into! } U and the

function (03B8) to be defined by

We define distributions

These distributions are eigendistributions of the operator Of course,
the system (4.15) is not a complete system of eigendistributions of QHa’ on
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0 Let K be the closed subspace of the space 
a

determined by the system (4.15) (we mean the closed subspace X c 
which is determined by all the vectors .

We can complete the system (4.15) by the eigendistributions of QH -, which
determine the close subspace ~(H~+~) O X. We do not need this addi-

tional set of eigendistribution as the space X contains the closed subspace
of .~(H~+n) determined by the vectors which is clear from the

construction.

THEOREM 4.1. - Every irreducible representation &#x3E; n &#x3E; 2,
when restricted to the subgroup SOo(m - 1, n), has the reduction

Every irreducible representation n &#x3E; 3; &#x3E; 2,
when restricted to the subgroup 1), has the following reduction :
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Proof. - First we consider the representations According to

the corollary to the Lemma 4 . 2 we have, a ) (0) = 0 and b ) there
must be some value of for every fixed value of L, I, IH, L &#x3E; I, IH,

2 

such that the function (0) is different from

zero. The space ~L(H~+n) is invariant with respect to the representa-
tion H x L(Hnm+n)(h, f) ~ U(h) f ~ L(Hnm+n). Hence the function

C0,mH (0) for a fixed 0 may be considered as a component of the Fourier
transform L(Hnm+n) ~ DL(Hnm+n)  f ~ L,l(f) ~ L, where the vectors

L,l(f) are defined by the sequences

The unitary representation of the group H on L is defined by

Using [6] it is easy to see that the representation H 3 h 2014~ /(U(/?)/) E C
is irreducible for m &#x3E; 3, and has two irreducible subspaces for w = 3.

Thus the vectors for fixed L determine a closed vector space equi-
valent to l(Hnm+n-1) for m &#x3E; 3 or ~ l-(Hnn+2) for m = 3.
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In this way we have proved that the subspaces contain each of

B ~ ~ + ~ " ~ ~ ~ + " - 5 )the subspaces  (Hm+n-l)’ / = - {m + n -3 2 }, -{ 2} + 1, ...,

L, only once for m &#x3E; 3 and each of the subspaces l±(Hnn+2), l = -{ n-3 2},
- 

{n-3 2 } + I, ..., L, only once for m = 3. were equal

to the sum

then every irreducible representation of the subgroup 1) 0 
, ~ + ~ ~ 5 j ...

would appear at most L + {m+n-5 2} + 1 times, 1. e. a finite number

of times. This is in contradiction to the structure of the representations
describes in Section 2. Hence on the basis of Lemma 4.1 there

is, besides a discrete sum, a direct integral

in the reduction of the representation Here, n±(03BB) are multi-

plicities of the representations Dm’ ±1,n. In other words, we know that

there is an integer l m I such that the function (0, A) # 0 on

R03B1 x [0, ~). Because of the Lemma 4 . 3 the function C03B1,mH (0, A) mayRx x [0, Because of the Lemma 4.3 the function (0, 03BB) may
be zero in ).. only on a denumerable set of points from [0, oo) so that n±(03BB)
are constant functions n± almost everywhere on the interval [0, oo). The

multiplicity of the representations, i. e. the numbers n + , can be determined
in the same way as for the subspaces l(Hnm+n-1). That is, the subspaces

determined by the vectors XL,À(!) for a fixed 0, where

and for
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are invariant with respect to the representation of the group H. Using the
reflection operator P and keeping in mind that the eigenvectors YmGG
belong to a definite eigenspace of the reflection operator P, we easily find
that n+ = 1 in accordance with the formulae (4.16)-(4.19) describing the
reduction of the representations 
To reduce the representation we remark that the expression for

the operators is the same as in (4. 5) and (4. 6) so that a similar analysis
can be made. Only in the case n = 2 is there no discrete spectrum of the

selfadjoint extensions of the operators A(H§§§+ 1) so that the decomposition
is of the form (4.22). Q. E. D.
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APPENDIX

Let R1 E t -~ / ~/(~) } c SOo(m, n) be the one parameter subgroup defined as that
subgroup of SOo(m, n) elements g of which satisfy

To every one parameter subgroup ~ ~/(~) } we associated the generator Xkl. The gene-

rators of the compact and noncompact one parameter subgroups will be denoted by
Lkl and Bkl respectively. The Lie algebra §0(~2, n) of the group SOo(m, n) can be des-
cribed as in (6.1) of The subalgebra §o(~ 2014 1, n - 1) of the Lie algebra n)
which belogs to the subgroup SOa(m - 1, n - 1) is generated by elements Ll,, By
i, j = 1, ..., m - 1, m + 1, ..., m + n - 1. Hence the elements Llm, i = 1, 2, ...,

m ~-- 2, ..., Blm, m -~- 2, ...,

m + n; = 1, 2, ..., m are outside of 1, n - 1). Let us construct the
generators

Y. = L. + B. , i = 1, 2, ..., m - 1, Y. = + B. , j = m + 1, ..., m + 77 - 1.

It is easy to see that the smallest subalgebra generated by Yp i = 1, 2, ..., m - 1,
m + 1, m + 2, ...,/M+M2014 1 is a commutative (m + n - 2)-dimensional subalgebra
am+n-2 of and 1, n - 1), am+n-2] = am+n-2. Hence Tm+n-2 can

be taken as that commutative subgroup of SOo(m, n), which has the Lie algebra a"1 +n~2.
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